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Abstract
Cumulative effects assessments are a legal requirement in many jurisdictions and are key to informing
marine policy. However, practice does not yet deliver fit-for-purpose assessments relative to sustainable
development and environmental protection obligations. The complexity of cumulative effect questions,
which are embedded in complex social-ecological systems, makes multiple, methodologically diverse
assessments a necessity. Using the expansion of marine renewable energy developments in European
Union waters as a case study, this paper explores how social-ecological systems thinking and cumulative
effects assessment theory can combine to structure CEAs that better support the management and
regulation of maritime activities at regional scales. A general perspective for cumulative effects
assessment is proposed to remove ambiguity of intent and to orient assessments towards a common
objective. Candidate principles for practice are presented for consideration. These principles are
integrated into a stepped assessment approach that seeks to improve cumulative effects assessments of
localised activities relative to the information needs of decision-makers implementing the ecosystem
approach.
Highlights
• Understanding and managing cumulative effects is fundamental to sustainable development and
requires regional coherence between assessments oriented towards resolving a common issue.
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• A case is presented for structuring cumulative effects assessments using social-ecological systems
thinking and a novel stepped approach is proposed to better support ecosystem-approach marine
management.
Keywords
Cumulative effects assessment; cumulative impact; marine management; marine spatial planning; social-
ecological systems; ecosystem approach
1 Introduction
The magnitude and extent of human activities in the 21st Century are a driving force shaping the dynamics
and resilience of ecosystems [1]. These activities strongly influence the continuance or loss of ecosystem
services and the resources that support societies and economies [2]. How resilient services and resources
are to further disturbance, extraction or other use is influenced by the cumulative effects load (see Table
1) carried by those services and resources. Hence, there is growing interest in cumulative effects
assessment.
Cumulative effects assessments or cumulative impact assessments (hereafter CEA; see Table 1) are a
specific form of environmental assessment designed to provide information about how the effects of
human activities contribute to environmental change [3]. The term CEA covers many forms of
assessment over many temporal and spatial scales, but relative to environmental management, CEAs are
often associated with formal environmental assessments [4]. Shortcomings of such CEAs are well cited
and improved practice is urgently required to fulfil legal obligations and to support marine management
and planning where degraded ecosystems support vital human activities and where future development is
needed to support blue growth objectives [5].
Challenges to improved CEA are multidimensional, including bureaucratic (how to include CEAs in
decision-making; [6], practical (better linking CEA theory and practice; e.g. [7], and scientific (e.g. how
stressors cumulate; [8]; and which stressors matter most [9]). Ambiguity about the intent of CEA (though
not of the driving legislation [10]) further hinders efforts to improve practice [10]. This paper seeks to
remove ambiguity about the intent of CEA and to link procedural and scientific progress to advance CEA
practice. This is also a multifaceted challenge, as unravelling a cumulative effect question, such as
investigating the cumulative effect of one spatially localised development quickly points to a range of
variables and scales becoming relevant (Figure 1). Further, the resilience (see Table 1) of ecosystem
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components (receptors) to additional stressors is dynamic, as the resilience of the receptor at the time is
influenced by a spatially and temporally variable spectrum of stressors and processes [11,12].
Figure 1. A non-exhaustive set of direct relationships identified when unpacking a cumulative effect
question, such as what is the cumulative effect of one offshore wind farm (OWF) on one receptor type
(fishes) within a social-ecological system representative of the Southern North Sea. Dashed arrows
indicate feedbacks, such as endogenous and exogenous processes feeding back to influence receptors.
The receptor-led perspective [13] brings into consideration connectivity and varied temporal and spatial
scales of pertinent processes, patterns and human activities. Varied ecological scales are involved and
numerous scientific approaches are relevant, from laboratory studies to ecosystem models (see Hodgson
and Halpern [14] for a review of academic CEA approaches addressing ecological scale). The spectrum
of stressors acting on receptors tends to reflect a multitude of human activities, highlighting that
cumulative effect questions are situated in coupled social-ecological systems (see Table 1). Human social
components determine the effectiveness, or not, of management interventions [12] and are thus relevant to
CEA. Investigating the interactions between such a range of components inevitably points to multiple
interdisciplinary assessments employing multiple scales of inquiry. However, for such assessments to
support marine management and planning requires CEAs that investigate the multitude of interactions and
are structured so that knowledge from discrete assessments can cumulate.
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This paper uses the development and expansion of marine renewable energy (MRE) in European Union
waters as a case study to examine why legislated obligations to assess cumulative effects of individual
developments and of strategic plans pose complex scientific questions. Addressing these questions
requires a balance between flexibility, structure and rigour to aid decision-making in an uncertain
environment. Faced with climate change and the imperative to transition to sustainability (see Table 1),
MRE can meaningfully contribute to a low carbon energy generation sector [15]. However, there is no
consensus about how significant the environmental impacts of MRE are, leading to substantial
uncertainties that delay development. Nevertheless, the spatial and temporal footprints of MRE are
increasing as technologies scale up for commercial testing and as proven technologies are industrialised
[5]. MRE developments overlap with existing marine users and introduce additional stressors and effects
into marine ecosystems (Figure 1), ecosystems that have changed under a legacy of past human activities
and continue to change under existing effects loads. Considering how MRE environmental effects change
the resilience of marine ecosystems thus draws attention to critical components of cumulative effect
questions, including scale, multiple variables and baselines.
Here, a case is presented for structuring CEAs intended to meet legislated obligations within a social-
ecological system framework and to orient CEAs to support one overall Strategic CEA, (shortened to
SCEA), an ongoing regional environmental assessment process that reflects current knowledge about
receptors and receptor resilience. The SCEA is intended to support local and regional decision-making
processes by integrating information from CEAs, which may be stimulated by the need to fulfil project or
strategic assessment obligations, guided by a common vocabulary and principles. Commonalities between
diverse assessments are identified and a general perspective of CEA is proposed to remove ambiguity
about the intent of assessments while maintaining flexibility of approach. Building on conventions
proposed by Judd et al. [10], principles are advanced for consideration by regulators, scientists and
practitioners, to support progress towards harmonised regional practice. In conclusion, a novel CEA
approach is presented that intends to address shortcomings of Environmental Impact Assessment-led
CEA.




The range of effects experienced by receptors that contribute to the overall health of a
receptor
Sustainability Meeting “human needs now and in the future by continuously improving and balancing
environmental integrity, economic vitality, and social equity” (Wu [2]; pg 1012)
Ecosystem
Approach
Recognising the connection between ecosystems and social systems, the Ecosystem
Approach requires management that protects and maintains ecological characteristics




Coupled systems of people and nature embedded in the biosphere, recognising humans
as an intrinsic part of nature [17]
Cumulative Effects
Assessment (CEA)
A systematic procedure for identifying and evaluating the significance of human




An ongoing process to which coherent, tractable CEAs contribute data and knowledge
about the effects of human activities on the persistence of relationships between
components of social-ecological systems to support adaptive management and
governance.
Resilience A dynamic concept that refers to the persistence of relationships within a system, the
capacity of systems to absorb disturbance and reorganise while undergoing change, i.e.
to retain the same functions, structure and feedbacks to sustain identity [17,18]
2 Specifying coherence for cumulative effects assessment
First, the interpretation of coherence as applied to CEA is dealt with. CEAs originated from
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) legislation revised to oblige EIAs to assess the cumulative
effects of development on the environment [19]. In the European Union, CEA is also required at the
strategic level as well as the project level, and in relation to protected habitats and species. Thus,
assessments that in one form or another assess cumulative effects provide information to decision-makers
in relation to licensing, consent and monitoring of individual developments; dispersed activities such as
commercial fishing; protected areas; and regional obligations to promote sustainable use of the seas
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. A representation of a social-ecological system within which are different activities and valued
receptors, each of which is subject to one or more assessments that each contribute to the knowledge base
of cumulative effects in a system.
While the terminology behind the respective EC Directives driving these assessments is not synonymous,
these assessments seek to address the same underlying issue of environmental change caused by
cumulative effects. At present, pertinent information is often scattered between incomparable assessment
outputs, but knowledge cumulation requires systemic consistency and the integration of diverse elements
into a greater whole, i.e. coherence. This is a multifaceted challenge, as CEA is not a monolithic concept
and can be applied to decision-making in different ways. At its root, CEA seeks to prevent the depletion
and loss of valued resources and ecosystem services. Managing cumulative effects requires analyses of
the multitude of effects acting on resources and ecosystems at different scales. Coherence thus implies
systemic consistency between CEAs focussed on different scales of assessment and variables within a
system, but this consistency is often not found in practice [20].
On the other hand, the complexity of cumulative effects works against standardisation [4]. Complex
problems need to maintain diversity and flexibility of approach and discourse [17] and current legislation
requires different CEAs for different purposes [10]. Coherence therefore needs to balance consistency
with the flexibility required to enable methodological pluralism and interdisciplinary research. This
overview is set against a reality constrained by budgets, legislation, and the need to produce timely
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assessments to ensure license applications for MRE developments that are widely viewed as an important
component of a (hopefully near) future are not unduly delayed. Hence coherence involves trade-offs
between pragmatism, a desire for greater certainty about effects, and the need to conduct narrow – in a
systems sense – assessments to fulfil specific obligations.
3 Social-ecological systems and cumulative effects assessment
3.1 Implications for cumulative effects assessment
Human activities, influential in marine ecosystems worldwide [21,22], are coupled with ecosystem
services and resources in social-ecological systems [23]. Social-ecological systems are complex adaptive
systems where processes and components dynamically interact at different and linked temporal and
spatial scales, where feedback loops play a defining role in influencing system behaviour, and where
interactions tend to be non-linear [1,12]. Localised changes can cumulate to cause slow, broad-scale
change that in turn affect local processes and patterns via feedback loops [12]. Interactions between
system components evolve over time and have a self-organising capacity, and unpredictability and
uncertainty are intrinsic to complex adaptive systems [2] (and hence are inherent in CEA).
The characteristics of complex adaptive systems give rise to management and policy challenges relevant
to CEA. Local actions scaling up to effect change at higher scales that then feedback typically lead to
slow structural change in the ecosystem over long time periods up to the point where abrupt changes
occur that may be irreversible [12]. Determining how significant past effects have been and predicted
effects will be on ecosystems is complex, and will depend on the system’s or component’s capacity to
recover and/or reorganise following a disturbance [24]. The predominant approaches employed in
environmental assessments to investigate these relationships tend to be linear [25] and reductionist [26].
Diverse sustainability issues are reduced to a small set of variables and make use of singular indicators,
dimensions (e.g. economic, social or environmental), limited scales of analysis and narrow time horizons
[26]. Linear, reductionist approaches are user friendly, but risk giving misleading representations of
system dynamics that could lead to ineffective or counterproductive governance interventions being
developed [12].
Social-ecological systems thinking offers real support to CEA, by drawing attention to the characteristics
of complex adaptive systems. The variable temporal and spatial scales and many components involved
point to the need to facilitate continual learning informed by multidisciplinary studies [12,23]. One
practical step to enable continual learning would be for regulators and CEA/EIA practitioners to commit
to using common language across assessments and to structure assessments to deliver comparable outputs
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across the spectrum of human activities. Without a means of structuring and organising the variables and
outputs from studies investigating the variables within a system, knowledge from diverse assessments
seeking to address a common issue remains isolated.
3.2 Social-ecological frameworks as structuring objects
Social-ecological systems research has led to the development of structuring objects designed to identify
and analyse relationships between multiple levels of complex systems nested at different spatial and
temporal scales [23]. Different frameworks exist that differ in terms of how relationships between social
and ecological components are conceptualised, whether an anthropological or ecological perspective
dominates, and whether outputs are action or analysis oriented [27]. Whether one specific framework
could be appropriate for facilitating coherent CEA in a region requires testing, but here Ostrom’s
framework [23] is highlighted, which has been applied to diverse resource management settings,
including in the marine realm (e.g. [28,29]).
Ostrom’s framework was developed to provide a theory-neutral framework to support interdisciplinary
analyses of the determinants of sustainability in complex social-ecological systems, with the intended
application to well-defined domains of common-pool resource management situations [30]. Pertinent to
CEA coherence, the framework establishes a common vocabulary and structure from which to construct
and test alternative theories and models to determine which influences on processes and outcomes are
critical in specific empirical settings [30].
While the framework treats social and ecological components equally [27], it has been criticised for not
sufficiently including the role of biophysical characteristics and ecological processes in diagnosing the
sustainability of social-ecological systems [31]. Epstein et al. [31] proposed the addition of ecological
rules as a first-tier component (i.e. of equal importance to other first-tier components) to better account
for ecological processes shaping social-ecological system sustainability. With continuing modification
and formalisation (e.g. [32]), such a framework may lead to a structuring object and language that can
facilitate systematic and coherent analyses of disparate social-ecological system variables to investigate
interactions and outcomes at local and regional levels.
3.3 Changing resilience as a measure for cumulative effects assessment
Resilience is a common lens of inquiry that has emerged in social-ecological systems thinking since
Holling's seminal 1973 paper, as an approach to support interdisciplinary research investigating social-
ecological systems sustainability [1]. Resilience describes the persistence of relationships within
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ecosystems after disturbance and is a measure of an ecosystem’s capacity to absorb environmental change
and still persist [33]. Relationships between species and habitats, functions and processes collectively
determine the abundance and continuance of resources, and are thus highly relevant to sustainable
development. Human activities that disturb interactions between biotic and abiotic processes contribute
to a loss of resilience that increases the likelihood of a shift to alternative states [21]. A system collapse
can result in irreversible loss of social-ecological capital [34], though state change may be desirable if
shifting from a degraded system to a more desirable one [35].
The resilience concept integrates consideration of spatial and temporal dynamics of social-ecological
systems, encouraging movement away from the shifting baseline phenomenon that affects many
environmental assessments [36], including formal CEAs [20]. Change in resilience is a compelling
conceptual metric for CEA, but application remains vague [33]. Information on how a system and/or
system components may respond to disturbances requires insights into variables with slow and fast
dynamics. Slow variables tend to define system structure but resilience tends to be discussed in terms of
perturbations that affect faster variables [37]. However, slight changes in slow variables may have a
profound effect on the resilience of a system or receptor to absorb further perturbations [37].
Selecting metrics and indicators that can monitor and communicate how human activities individually and
cumulatively influence resilience is an ongoing area of research [17], which in part reflects the varied
conceptions of what resilience is and thus how it is defined, assessed and measured [33,38]. In the
context of CEAs, the significance of additional disturbance to a receptor and hence to a social-ecological
system, will reflect the status of the receptor at the time (Figure 3). CEAs, then, need to consider how
resilient a receptor currently is and how big a change will occur in receptors following exposure to
additional disturbance (resistance; [33]). Considering resilience and resistance aids identification of the
magnitude of disturbance that a receptor can absorb before the persistence of relationships between the
receptor and the broader system are overwhelmed. Identifying how a system or component has changed
over time can provide insight into how precarious a system or component is, whether close to or distant
from a boundary of attraction [35]. This temporal element is vital to CEA, particularly for CEAs seeking
to identify how significant the introduction of additional stressors may be at a particular point in time.
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Figure 3. Change in the resilience of a valued receptor over time caused by individual activities and
events, as the receptor recovers, and as the effects of human activities and natural events cumulate to
overwhelm resilience. The significance of stressors is dependent on the resilience of the receptor at the
time. Point 1 on the line shows a development causing a decline in the status of the receptor, which then
enters a recovery period. Due to improved mitigation measures, a similar development has a reduced
effect on the receptor (point 2). At point 3, a similar development has greater significance, as the receptor
is less resilient to disturbance and requires management interventions to recover. The graduated colours
associated with low resilience represent the increasing risk of the identity of the system changing.
Metrics are thus required that are able to detect the strength and direction of effects on receptors and
which are able to account for the time lags that are often present between a stressor being introduced and
the emergence of effects [39]. Typical metrics, such as species richness, can miss impacts of
anthropogenic stressors on the persistence and hence resilience of critical ecological features (e.g. food
webs; [40]). Hence there remains a search for metrics and indicators that are better able to provide insight
into the dynamics and interactions between receptors and their environments, and between system
components that contribute to resilience [17,41]. Whatever measures are chosen, they should be relevant
to outstanding management questions, ideally would be empirically quantifiable and need to be tested
over a range of temporal and spatial scales [42]. Key, also, is clarity within assessments about what is
being measured relative to what effects, and at what temporal and spatial scales [37], particularly as the
scale at which a phenomenon is studied can lead to different interpretations of what is influencing the
dynamics of species and communities [43].
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4 A general perspective of cumulative effects assessment
To address the ambiguity that hinders consistent CEA practice, a general perspective of CEA is advanced
based on commonalities between CEAs completed in a region. Different legislation places different
demands on specific assessments, but, as established, meeting regional and project-level obligations to
account for cumulative effects requires coordination between multiple CEAs. The aim here is to foster
debate about the levels at which commonalities between CEAs can be identified to support coherence of
outputs independent of legislative drivers, without impinging on the flexibility needed to address
cumulative effect questions.
Figure 4 illustrates a series of tiered concepts nested beneath an overarching objective to support the
sustainability of a social-ecological system (tier one). Sustainability is dependent on sustainable
development (the original purpose behind CEA; [44]) being realised and maintained (tier two). For CEA
to contribute efficiently to sustainable development requires coherence between assessments that seek to
identify and understand cumulative environmental change, which is rooted in phenomena beyond the
capacity of individual assessments to investigate. This requires a common conception of cumulative
effects to be established (tier three), which, it is suggested here, is already well defined (e.g. [19]). The
intent hereafter is to advance tiers four (a general perspective of CEA) and five (guiding principles).
Figure 4. A tiered approach to identifying a general perspective of CEA that shares a common conception of cumulative effects
and an overarching intent to support a transition to sustainable development. CEAs not applying guiding principles can apply the
same intent to advance regional sustainable development.
The general perspective of CEA (tier four and Figure 5) is a conceptual reference point to guide CEA
practice. It is generic to avoid conflicting with practical requirements linked to specific legislation.
While generic, without an explicit perspective, ambiguity about intent may persist. Guiding principles
(tier five and discussed in section 5) provide practical assistance for practitioners and marine regulators,
and are intended to support the elaboration of specific CEA approaches that can be applied to, for
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example, project-level CEAs to better account for characteristics of social-ecological systems and
cumulative effects, and where shortcomings continue to be identified (e.g. [20,45]).
The general perspective of CEA (Figure 5) seeks to account for the dynamism and multiple scales
stressed in CEA theory and ecological theory, but not apparent in CEA practice. The dynamic
relationship between ecosystem services and human wellbeing points to CEA being an ongoing need to
support strategic and localised decision-making about current and proposed human activities relative to
management objectives. The term Strategic CEA (SCEA) becomes important, to refer to an ongoing plan
of management process that applies to a region and which evolves with information from discrete CEAs
and which can support CEAs with baseline information about receptors. Via a commitment by regulators
and practitioners to a common language and consistency, CEAs support the SCEA with assessments of
cumulative effects arising from the spectrum of maritime activities present in the region interacting with
valued receptors. This iteration and accumulation of knowledge is essential where management and
policy formulation must make do with low-resolution evidence and need to be able to respond to
unexpected change and revised ratings of system or system component resilience [1].
Figure 5. A general perspective of cumulative effects assessment as an ongoing decision-support process.
The Strategic CEA (SCEA) is advanced by information from multiple coherent assessments investigating
change in components of the system. The SCEA informs regional and local decision-making with
advancing knowledge about the cumulative effects of human activities on the resilience of the system. A
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feedback loop between the SCEA and discrete CEAs (e.g. project/activity CEAs) indicates the mutually
reinforcing flow of information.
The sustainability of a social-ecological system is linked to three interlinked aspects: i) the scale, rate and
trajectory of environmental change occurring within the system [3,17]; ii) how resilient the system is [17];
and, iii) the adaptive capacity of society, through governance, to manage and influence change [35].
Sustainability requires specification of what is to be sustained, what is to be developed, the relationship
between the two, and what scales are applicable [2]. The SCEA/CEA approach can support specification
of these parameters through assessments of the accumulated state of the environment, developing
appropriate baselines for monitoring and planning, and by developing future scenarios to explore the
implications of current trajectories and trade-offs [46].
5 Candidate principles and a stepped approach to assessment
5.1 Suggested principles for coherent practice
Judd et al. [10] explored the principles and definitions underlying CEA and found inconsistent language,
interpretation and parameterisation prevent scientifically more robust CEA approaches from effectively
supporting marine management and policy-making. A recent review of regulators’ experience with the
EIA Directive in UK waters reiterates the need for improved consistency of and guidance for cumulative
effects assessments [47]. To reduce ambiguity, Judd et al. [10] specify vocabulary for CEAs irrespective
of driver and provide a set of recommended conventions for developing CEA methodologies. Here, these
conventions are adapted and integrated with additional references to suggest principles for CEA practice
(Table 2).
Table 2. Suggested principles for CEA practice based on recommended conventions in Judd et al (2015)
and CEA/Social-ecological systems theory as referenced.
Principle Synopsis
1. Apply a cumulative mindset [48] Assessments of the current condition and resilience of valued social-
ecological system components seek to understand relative contributions
of the spectrum of stressors/effects. Recognise that future cumulative
effects may overwhelm resilience and require trade-offs and
rebalancing of cumulative effects loads to avoid impacts/support
recovery.
2. Apply a social-ecological systems
mindset [12,18]
Characteristics of social-ecological systems should feature in
management planning and policy-making. Non-linear interactions are
the norm not the exception, requiring appraisal of how effects may
cumulate. Qualitative views of system behaviour are valid and
valuable.
3. Apply common vocabulary
[10,23,30]
Consistent vocabulary is necessary to make greater use of varied CEA
approaches across marine management scales and purposes and to
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enable knowledge to cumulate to aid management of social-ecological
systems.
4. Apply formalised environmental
risk assessment principles [10]
Risk assessment principles enable scientifically defendable decision-
making when faced with low-resolution evidence and where there is
considerable uncertainty about the effects of decisions on management
objectives. Judd et al. [10] specify a four-step framework, elaborated
upon by Stelzenmüller and colleagues [49], also . ISO 31000:2018
provides an internationally recognised standard for appropriate
consideration and management of risk.
5. Link effort expended to risk of
significant environmental change [50]
Link effort to risk, helping to focus on priority questions and receptors
relative to management objectives and a transition to sustainability
(mindful that legally unprotected species or functional groups may be
more effective indicators of system change).
6. Assess a specific cumulative effect
question [10,50]
Clearly formulate the problem and specify the elements/variables
included and the purpose of the assessment.
7. Analyse pathways to refine
variables to include [10]
Use a conceptual pathway model (e.g. Source-Stressor-Effect-Pathway-
Receptors) to define and refine variables included in CEAs and to
document the reductionist process.
8. Transparency about parameters
selected for inclusion and the
treatment of uncertainties and
assumptions [10,51]
The many uncertainties involved make structured and rigorous
documentation of CEA processes, assumptions and uncertainties
necessary, from start to finish. Skinner et al. [51] provide a typology of
uncertainties designed to support risk characterisation.
9. Integrate time into assessments
[2,10,19,37,50]
Short-term and long-term dynamics are critical components of social-
ecological system sustainability. Assessing change in resilience,
regardless of definition, has a temporal component, requiring
measurement of at least two points in time. CEA theory is clear that
CEAs should include time.
10. Focal receptor life history
characteristics set assessment
boundaries [13,52]
Ecosystems and ecological receptors experience an array of
anthropogenic stressors in addition to natural perturbations, the effects
of which cumulate and interact over different spatial and temporal
scales relative to each receptor. Receptors are the crux of CEA, as they
experience a spectrum of stressors/effects that cumulate to have a net
effect on the receptor. Receptors provide context and rationale for
boundaries and baselines.
11. Account for known variables that
contribute to the condition of focal
receptors [50]
Assessments of the incremental and net effects (i.e. the cumulative
effects) of anthropogenic stressors on receptors and hence on ecosystem
structure and functioning should include consideration of variables that
influence receptor condition. As well as anthropogenic effects,
biophysical processes and disturbances are influential.
12. Assess change in the resilience of
focal receptors/variables caused by
effects associated with the guiding
question
Marine ecosystems and receptors experience several types of
disturbances. Resilience may vary depending on the type of
disturbance, the magnitude and footprint of effects arising from the
disturbances. How resilience responds to additional disturbance
requires a sound understanding of cause-effects relationships of
receptors/variables.
5.2 A candidate approach to cumulative effects assessment
Building on the principles above, a cumulative effects assessment approach is presented (Figure 6) that
integrates the general perspective and suggested principles, and which seeks to improve CEA practice for
localised activities in prospective scenarios. The intention here is to set out a series of steps that
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individually and collectively can be investigated, adapted and formalised to support the development of
future guidelines for practitioners and regulators. This would allow practitioners and regulators to
address project-level CEA shortcomings relative to ecosystem approach, an area where progress is
necessary [20].
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Figure 6. A stepped approach to CEA intended to enable assessments that meet EIA obligations to better account for cumulative effects. The
approach comprises a series of 6 processes that are completed iteratively to assess the risk that a development or activity may impact the
persistence of relationships between valued receptors and social-ecological systems, contributing to a decline in system resilience. In practise, the
approach may be less linear, with subsequent steps stimulating iterations of preceding steps. Preparatory steps establish coherence between
individual CEAs and apply throughout the approach. Steps highlighted grey are those where regulatory involvement and leadership is envisaged
as necessary. The completed baseline is highlighted as being of use to the Strategic CEA, as well as subsequent project/activity CEAs where
interactions with the same focal receptors are identified.
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The approach posited builds upon social-ecological systems and CEA theory, and the authors’ experience
with CEAs. The intention has been to argue the case for coherent CEA practice framed by social-
ecological systems theory and CEA theory, and to present an approach that is recognisable to existing
practitioners and regulators. Clearly, this requires testing with real-world scenarios to see how the theory
holds in practice. Briefly, the approach and theoretical advantages relative to EIA-led CEA are
highlighted.
The preparatory process lays the ground for coherence between CEAs. The grey highlighted steps within
the preparatory process (and elsewhere in Figure 6) are steps where regulatory leadership is
recommended, for example to ensure the language and approach to environmental risk are consistent with
regulatory information needs and management objectives. The specification process seeks to identify the
spatio-temporal footprint of effects of an activity that via a pathway of effects model can be linked with
known receptors that are sensitive to the activity effects generated and likely to be exposed.
The CEA approach then pivots around the receptor to integrate the receptor-led approach [48]. Receptors
guide specification of temporal and spatial boundaries recognising that proportionality relative to the
activity proponent and ‘good enough’ [19] will come into play, as migratory and wide-ranging species, or
poor data resolution influence what is reasonable relative to the scope of project-level CEA. For
example, a CEA completed by a project proponent that identifies focal receptors should include wide-
ranging, migratory species could argue that it is reasonable that the proponent receives support to
establish an understanding of the cumulative load carried by such species, or that the spatial boundaries of
the assessment are limited. This receptor pivot process seeks to progress EIA-led CEA by putting into
practice the broader spatial and temporal boundaries called for by CEA theory [7,19,44] and to provide
the CEA with a better base in terms of describing the spatial and temporal distributions of receptors and
the underlying patterns.
The receptor pivot process also brings in consideration of the interactions between receptors and other
system components (such as processes and activities) contributing to the cumulative effects load carried
by a receptor. The intention is to ease away from environmental assessment approaches that are too linear
in approach and which limit insights into system interactions [25]. Proportionality relative to the scope of
a CEA is again a pertinent question. Slow changing variables and activities that influence the resilience
of receptors to disturbance may be well beyond the standard temporal and spatial boundaries considered.
Such variables should not be excluded without due consideration, however, given the importance these
may have on the resilience on receptors and ecosystems to anticipated and future disturbance. Insights
into the relationship between abiotic processes and receptors can also provide guidance about the
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suitability of existing datasets to reflect expected natural variability and sensitivity to human disturbance
[50].
The steps included in the baseline process seeks to establish a baseline that halts the scourge of sliding
baselines in project-level assessments. Where data are available or can be collected to discern insights
into receptor status and trends (e.g. [53,54]), assessments will be better able to qualify the risk additions
to the cumulative effects load posed to receptors and hence on the resilience of the connected system.
Thresholds are frequently referenced in CEA literature as vital (e.g. [7]), thresholds in practice are limited
and decisions frequently need to be made without recourse to information about thresholds of disturbance
[33,55]. In the absence of thresholds, formalised risk management processes, such as ISO 31000, can
support evidenced specification of tolerance to risk relative to defined objectives, such as achieving good
environmental status or maintaining a minimum population level.
The CEA process within the overall CEA approach is the area of greatest uncertainty and where the
development of future regulator and practitioner guidance will need to keep abreast of emerging research
and to maintain flexibility to enable methodologies applying to different scales of organisation to be
integrated. CEA research is a rapidly evolving field and novel methodologies addressing interactions
between activities and system functions are emerging (e.g. spatio-temporal effects of environmental
drivers and fishing on food webs [56]). CEA approaches are available that provide explicit guidance to
deal with the uncertainty inherent in CEA to derive evidenced risk-based outcomes [49]. Numerous
relevant methodologies seek to identify cumulative effects operating at different biological and ecological
scales (reviewed in [14]. Furthermore, experimental research into interactions between stressors and
receptors continues to provide critical insights into the prevalence of nonlinear responses and system
feedbacks [57,58]. Recent advances in modelling and statistical analysis are also enabling large datasets
to be analysed to identify hierarchies of stressors influencing receptors [9,59]. The key to making the
most of the plurality of methods is to establish systemic coherence relative to agreed objectives.
Relative to planning and managing individual activities and developments, a key outstanding question is
the capacity to identify the influence of individual and grouped developments and activities on
receptor/system resilience (or other metrics). Where the need to answer a CEA question dictates that
progress be made quickly and where uncertainties are hazardous, risk-based approaches (e.g. [10,49])
become essential. Clarity and transparency within the CEA process are equally important and
assumptions about the weight of focal activity effects relative to other activities and of the potential for
non-linear effects should be specified and documented by CEA practitioners. Regulatory input is
recommended to enable consistent approaches to weighting across sectors and activities. Incorporating
formalised risk-based approaches with expert opinion can also yield robust advances for CEA faced with
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uncertainty [60]. Recognising that there are a multitude of ways to undertake CEA, the advance that the
CEA approach shown in Figure 6 offers is the establishment of the broader context, from committing to a
common language, to specification, to pivoting assessments around valued receptors and establishing an
appropriate baseline prior to considering the consequences of a change in cumulative effect load.
The final steps, future scenarios, appraising management, monitoring and validation implications, require
strategic oversight to aid coherence. A regional perspective is required to make best use of future
scenarios, which are an underused resource for EIAs [61] and for exploring consequences of different
courses of planning and strategic direction [62,63]. Formal approaches to scenario development are well
established [61] and regional scenarios may support communication efforts to gain political and public
commitment to sustainability by providing evidenced alternative future scenarios where trade-offs can be
explored. The end-point of an individual CEA is determining significance, whether the risk posed to
receptors and system components by a development or activity is acceptable relative to defined
objectives. This, it is suggested here, should be for regulators to determine mindful of ecological
integrity, economic vitality, and social equity.
6 Moving forward
This paper argues that a plurality of approaches is necessary to measure and manage cumulative effects
due to the complexity of social-ecological systems. However, disparate CEAs need to be organised if
obligations under regional (e.g. MSFD) and project-level (e.g. EIA) legislation are to be met
meaningfully. The authors recognise that much of what is posited in this paper is hypothetical at this
time. However, it is grounded in CEA theory and recent research highlighting the need to better match
CEA practice with current science, and the imperative to account for cumulative effects that risk
disrupting ecosystem services.
The interpretation of SCEA and the stepped CEA process will need to be supported by targeted future
research. Testing the stepped approach needs to occur at different spatial and temporal scales, against
real-world cumulative effect scenarios to investigate the role of boundaries, dynamics and relationships
between system components, and between exogenous and endogenous components. The potential for
social-ecological systems frameworks to act as structuring objects for CEA need to be put into practice,
including exploring coherence between outputs of assessments aimed at different CEA questions. Testing
measures of the resilience of system components will require studies to link outputs to the broader status
of a social-ecological system and improving current knowledge about recovery and lags following the
release of anthropogenic stressors. Deciding what an appropriate baseline is and how precarious
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components in a CEA are will require testing to check the influence of time periods on how significant
cumulative effects of activities appear relative to the baseline adopted. Given the cumulation of effects,
marine management and planning will need support characterising the weight of effects on the cumulative
condition of receptors and to inform the need for license conditions for specific activities. Empirical
studies are necessary to test the data needs of CEAs, including the usefulness of existing data at delivering
the desired spatial and temporal resolution relative to identified indicators. Complexity is a common
thread running through CEA and social-ecological systems discourse. Unravelling cause-effect networks
that have a significant, residual effect on resilience requires research on relationships, feedbacks and
various scales at which effects act on systems. The dynamic nature of systems raises a question about
how to integrate CEA into both strategic and project-related management processes. Coordinating data
collection, including baseline, monitoring and validation studies, is clearly an issue, but the potential
benefits to regional and local marine management, including long-term efficiency gains, suggest
exploration of the SCEA/CEA concept and approach are warranted.
7 Conclusion
The drive to extract greater economic returns from the oceans and the degraded state of many marine
ecosystems makes progress in managing cumulative effects essential. This paper argues that cumulative
effects assessment is a dynamic process and that systemic coherence between CEAs would be a cost-
effective means of addressing regional and local obligations to account for cumulative effects. However,
to be meaningful in a sustainability/resilience sense, CEAs need to account for complex adaptive systems
characteristics. Meeting legal obligations related to CEA requires coherence between multiple
assessments over time, requiring agreement about commonalities, including intent, vocabulary and, where
possible, principles for practice. This paper argues that CEA should be structured using social-ecological
systems thinking and should work towards measuring the significance of human activities relative to the
resilience of valued receptors. Candidate principles are suggested to progress towards harmonised
regional CEA practice, where an ongoing SCEA aids marine management and planning by accumulating
knowledge from CEAs about system dynamics and cumulative environmental change. Testing this or any
approach to coherent CEA requires investigations at different temporal and spatial scales, and on a range
of system variables. Given the time pressure to improve CEA, it is necessary to identify when CEA is
good enough [19] and to enable a genuinely strategic approach to CEA that balances the desire for
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